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One day while having a visit from his friend Doctor Herdal, Solness is visited by Hilda Wangel, a young
woman of 23, whom Doctor Herdal recognizes from a recent trip that he had taken. The doctor leaves, Solness
is alone with Hilda, and she reminds him that they are not strangers â€” they have previously met in her home
town 10 years ago when she was 13 years old. When Solness does not respond immediately, she reminds him
that at one point during their encounter he had made advances to her, had offered her a romantic interlude, and
promised her "a kingdom", all of which she believed. She gradually convinces him, however, that she can
assist him with his household duties, and so he takes her into his home. Solness is also the manager of an
architectural office in which he employs Knut Brovik, his son Ragnar Brovik, and Kaia Fosli. Kaia and
Ragnar are romantically linked, and Ragnar has ambitions to become promoted in his architectural vocation,
which Solness is reluctant to grant or support. Solness also has a complicated relationship with his wife Aline,
and the two are revealed to have lost children some years ago as a result of a fire. During this time, Solness
builds a closer tie with Hilda while she is in his home, and she supports his architectural vocation and new
projects. During the construction of his most recent project which includes a towering steeple, Hilda learns
that Solness suffers from acrophobia , a morbid fear of extreme heights, but nonetheless she encourages him to
climb the steeple to the top at the public opening of the newly completed building. Solness, inspired by her
words, achieves the top of the tower, when he suddenly loses his footing and crashes to his death on the
ground before the spectators who have arrived for the opening of the new building. Among the spectators
standing aghast at the sight, only Hilda comes forward as if in silent triumph. She waves her shawl and cries
out with wild intensity. He had previously conceived these fortunate coincidences in his mind, powerfully
wished for them to come to pass, but never actually did anything about them. Between this fortuitous
occurrence and some chance misfortunes of his competitors, Solness comes to believe that he only has to wish
for something to happen in order for it to come about. It begins with realistic characters being presented, and
then as the story progresses, it shifts into the inner world of the mind of the leading character. It was Raff who
told Ibsen the story of the architect of St. Ibsen took this tale, a common legend at many German churches, as
evidence of a pervasive human belief that a man could not achieve success without paying a price. The
character of Hilda is a blend of all three women, but Hildur Andersen was the most significant. In the
character of Solness, Ibsen is drawing parallels with his own situation as the "master playwright" and the
consequences in his own life. That Ibsen was offering a parable was noted in a review of the first London
staging, when the translator, Edmund Gosse , was asked to explain the meaning of the work. The more
charitable reviews took Solness at his own assessment, as a madman, and decided the other two protagonists
were mad as well. Some transferred the conclusion to Ibsen, his translators and his director. Hilda, for
example, seems to alternate roles between an inspiring force, urging Solness to temper his rampant ambition
and so find real happiness, and a temptress, pushing Solness to commitments he cannot possibly fulfill. Many
other translations of individual plays by Ibsen have appeared since though none have purported to be a new
version of the complete works of Ibsen. Kumaran , the film starred Mohanlal as Albert Samson, the master
builder, and Nithya Menen as his wife. Development of the film began in lates but Kumaran wanted the role of
the master builder to be done by Mohanlal, and he had to wait for nearly two decades for Mohanlal to get the
matured look of Halvard Solness. The film started filming in early and was released in August. The film A
Master Builder working title: Fear of Falling was directed by Jonathan Demme. It stars Wallace Shawn who
previously had translated and adapted it for the stage in collaboration with Andre Gregory. This stage
adaptation was the basis for the film. The German director Michael Klette adapted this story for his movie
Solness The Master Builder, a play in three acts. A history of Norwegian literature. New York University
Press.
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On the site he built new homes that won him fame and assured success in his profession. The fire gave him his
chance, but he made his own opportunities, too, by crushing all who got in his way. Knut Brovik, employed by
Solness, had once been a successful architect, but Solness had crushed him, too, and then used him as he had
many others. Although Ragnar has drawn plans for a villa that Solness does not wish to bother with, the
builder will not give him permission to take the assignment. Ragnar does not know that Kaia has come under
the spell of the master, as had so many other young women. He spends much time in retrospection and also
seems to have morbid fears that the younger generation is going to ruin him. Not all of the younger generation
frightens Solness. When Hilda Wangel appears at his home, he is at once drawn to her. He had met Hilda ten
years before when he hung the traditional wreath atop the weather vane on a church he built. She was a child
at the time. Now she tells him that he had called her his princess and had promised to come for her in ten years
and carry her off to build her a kingdom. Because he has not kept his promise, she has come to him. Solness,
who cannot remember the incident, decides that he must have wished it to happen and thus made it come to
pass. This, he believes, is another example of his power over people, and it frightens him. When Hilda asks to
see all he has built, especially the high church towers, he tells her that he no longer builds churches and will
never build one again. Now he builds homes for mothers and fathers and children. He is building a home for
himself and his wife, and on it he is building a high tower. He does not know why he is putting the high tower
on the house, but something seems to be forcing him. Hilda insists that he complete the tower, for it seems to
her that the tower will have great meaning for her and for him. Hilda tells Solness that his need of her is the
kingdom he has promised her and that she will stay near him. She wants to know why he builds nothing but
homes, and he The entire section is 1, words. Unlock This Study Guide Now Start your hour free trial to
unlock this page The Master Builder study guide and get instant access to the following:
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As he wrote in an letter to critic and scholar Georg Brandes , "my parents were members on both sides of the
most respected families in Skien", explaining that he was closely related with "just about all the patrician
families who then dominated the place and its surroundings", mentioning the families Paus , Plesner , von der
Lippe , Cappelen and Blom. His marriage to Marichen Altenburg, a daughter of ship-owner Johan Andreas
Altenburg â€” and Hedevig Christine Paus â€” , was a successful match. Hedvig Paus must have been well
known to the young dramatist, for she lived until She sacrificed herself time and time again. There was no
bitterness or reproach in her. Ibsen would both model and name characters in his plays after his own family.
He moved to the small town of Grimstad to become an apprentice pharmacist and began writing plays. In ,
when Ibsen was aged 18, he had a liaison with Else Sophie Jensdatter Birkedalen which produced a son, Hans
Jacob Hendrichsen Birkdalen, whose upbringing Ibsen paid for until the boy was fourteen, though Ibsen never
saw Hans Jacob. Ibsen went to Christiania later renamed Kristiania and then Oslo intending to matriculate at
the university. He soon rejected the idea his earlier attempts at entering university were blocked as he did not
pass all his entrance exams , preferring to commit himself to writing. His first play, the tragedy Catilina , was
published under the pseudonym "Brynjolf Bjarme", when he was only 22, but it was not performed. His first
play to be staged, The Burial Mound , received little attention. Still, Ibsen was determined to be a playwright,
although the numerous plays he wrote in the following years remained unsuccessful. Life and writings[ edit ]
This section needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. December Learn how and when to
remove this template message He spent the next several years employed at Det norske Theater Bergen , where
he was involved in the production of more than plays as a writer, director, and producer. During this period, he
published five new, though largely unremarkable, plays. Ibsen returned to Christiania in to become the
creative director of the Christiania Theatre. He married Suzannah Thoresen on 18 June and she gave birth to
their only child Sigurd on 23 December The couple lived in very poor financial circumstances and Ibsen
became very disenchanted with life in Norway. In , he left Christiania and went to Sorrento in Italy in
self-imposed exile. His next play, Brand , brought him the critical acclaim he sought, along with a measure of
financial success, as did the following play, Peer Gynt , to which Edvard Grieg famously composed incidental
music and songs. His next series of plays are often considered his Golden Age, when he entered the height of
his power and influence, becoming the center of dramatic controversy across Europe. Although Ibsen himself
always looked back on this play as the cornerstone of his entire works, very few shared his opinion, and his
next works would be much more acclaimed. Ibsen moved to Munich in and began work on his first
contemporary realist drama The Pillars of Society , first published and performed in But his philandering
continued right up until his death, and his vices are passed on to their son in the form of syphilis. The mention
of venereal disease alone was scandalous, but to show how it could poison a respectable family was
considered intolerable. In earlier plays, controversial elements were important and even pivotal components of
the action, but they were on the small scale of individual households. In An Enemy, controversy became the
primary focus, and the antagonist was the entire community. One primary message of the play is that the
individual, who stands alone, is more often "right" than the mass of people, who are portrayed as ignorant and
sheeplike. In An Enemy of the People, Ibsen chastised not only the conservatism of society, but also the
liberalism of the time. He illustrated how people on both sides of the social spectrum could be equally
self-serving. An Enemy of the People was written as a response to the people who had rejected his previous
work, Ghosts. The plot of the play is a veiled look at the way people reacted to the plot of Ghosts. The
protagonist is a physician in a vacation spot whose primary draw is a public bath. The doctor discovers that the
water is contaminated by the local tannery. The play ends with his complete ostracism. It is obvious to the
reader that disaster is in store for the town as well as for the doctor. Always an iconoclast, Ibsen was equally
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willing to tear down the ideologies of any part of the political spectrum, including his own. It tells the story of
Gregers Werle, a young man who returns to his hometown after an extended exile and is reunited with his
boyhood friend Hjalmar Ekdal. Another man has been disgraced and imprisoned for a crime the elder Werle
committed. Furthermore, while Hjalmar spends his days working on a wholly imaginary "invention", his wife
is earning the household income. Seeing the damage he has wrought, Gregers determines to repair things, and
suggests to Hedvig that she sacrifice the wild duck, her wounded pet, to prove her love for Hjalmar. Hedvig,
alone among the characters, recognizes that Gregers always speaks in code, and looking for the deeper
meaning in the first important statement Gregers makes which does not contain one, kills herself rather than
the duck in order to prove her love for him in the ultimate act of self-sacrifice. Only too late do Hjalmar and
Gregers realize that the absolute truth of the "ideal" is sometimes too much for the human heart to bear. It was
to me a hearty joy to receive your letter. So I will finally personally meet you and your wife. I am happy and
surprised at your excellent Norwegian! Your amicably obliged Henrik Ibsen. In such later plays as Hedda
Gabler and The Master Builder , Ibsen explored psychological conflicts that transcended a simple rejection of
current conventions. Many modern readers, who might regard anti-Victorian didacticism as dated, simplistic
or hackneyed, have found these later works to be of absorbing interest for their hard-edged, objective
consideration of interpersonal confrontation. From Ibsen forward, challenging assumptions and directly
speaking about issues has been considered one of the factors that makes a play art rather than entertainment.
His works were brought to an English-speaking audience, largely thanks to the efforts of William Archer and
Edmund Gosse. These in turn had a profound influence on the young James Joyce who venerates him in his
early autobiographical novel "Stephen Hero". Ibsen returned to Norway in , but it was in many ways not the
Norway he had left. Indeed, he had played a major role in the changes that had happened across society.
Modernism was on the rise, not only in the theatre, but across public life. When, on 22 May, his nurse assured
a visitor that he was a little better, Ibsen spluttered his last words "On the contrary" "Tvertimod! He died the
following day at 2: It features plays by Ibsen, performed by artists from various parts of the world in varied
languages and styles. An annual newsletter Ibsen News and Comment is distributed to all members. Ibsen
often made references to his family in his plays, sometimes by name, or by modelling characters after them.
This, however, is not completely accurate; notably through his grandmother Hedevig Paus, Ibsen was
descended from one of the very few families of the patrician class of original Norwegian extraction, known
since the 15th century. The patronymic became "frozen", i. The phenomenon of patronymics becoming frozen
started in the 17th century in bourgeois families in Denmark, and the practice was only widely adopted in
Norway from around Ancestors of Henrik Ibsen Peder Rasmussen Ibsen d. Henrik Ibsen â€” ,.
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This film production is beautiful and wonderfully shot. Each scene and shot is sharp and arresting. It remains
very theatrical, with few locations and a focus on character, dialogue and expression. Occasionally the acting
is perhaps overwrought. Halvard Solness is the Master Builder, an architect who has willed his own success
and wonders if his many lucky breaks were caused by the power of his own mind or some other force. He also
accepts that his success necessitated sacrifices, especially by his unhappy wife, Aline. Solness is old enough to
worry about being eclipsed by the younger generation, specifically his assistant, Ragnor Brovik. Solness has
engaged in some hefty mind games to keep Ragnor down, including seducing his fiancee. Suddenly he is
visited by Hilda Wangel, a leggy and vivacious young woman who became obsessed with Solness when he
built a church tower in her town ten years earlier. She reminds him of how he kissed her, called her a princess
and promised to take her away but it is unclear whether any of this actually happened. Hilda believes in him
absolutely although she starts to see his flaws and defects after observing him with Aline and Ragnor.
Apparently Shawn adapted the source material, including the translation from Norwegian, a language he does
not speak. The result is not too modernized though it does shift some sections around. The biggest choice
Shawn made was to frame the main action of the play as either a sort of fantasy or flashback. Ibsen famously
tackled complex psychology which was almost unheard of at the time including the darkest corners of the
mind, as well as difficult social issues. This story is particularly concerned with the cost of progress and
personal success as well as the many facets of ambition. It also considers strength, weakness and health, both
physical and mental. Much of the play wonders about the mental state of both Solness and Hilda and we are
left to draw our own conclusions. While some might see Shawn as ill-suited to the role of the charismatic and
strong-willed Master Builder Solness, I thought he inhabited the role admirably and filled the screen with his
will and presence, as is necessary for the character. He worked particularly well with Lisa Joyce as Hilda, and
the two make a fierce and watchable combination.
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